We present a method to extract relative depth information ji-om 
Introduction
Humans are able to tell scene structure even when visual cues are scarce. Imagine the following experiment: We produce a video of a white glowing ghost floating around randomly in a dark room. In the video, taken from a static viewpoint, the furniture in the room is only visible as dark silhouettes, if the ghost happens to move behind it. A person watching the resulting video will be able to learn about the shape and the spatial arrangement of the furniture, without having ever seen the room fully lit. Our goal is to develop a method to extract similar information automatically.
More specifically, we address the problem of separating a scene into a set of depth-ordered layers from an uncalibrated monocular video sequence. We assume that a single object is moving through the static scene, and is both occluding scene parts, and is itself occluded by them. We extract over time the region of the image that belongs to the foreground object. These extracted regions form a sequence of blobs. The boundary of a blob can be either object boundary P 'r\ occluding scene (not directly observable) scene boundary an object boundary itself, or a scene boundary, which is a depth discontinuity in the scene causing an occlusion of the object (Figure 1 ). We do not assume anything special about the scene or the object. In particular the object can be non-rigid, and the scene does not have to be presegmented by image edges. From the sequence of blobs, we compute a set of depth-ordered layers, and their opacities, which can be used for applications like video compositing and surveillance.
In the course of developing our algorithm, we show that our problem is underconstrained. We use a minimum description length algorithm with a suitable encoding to find a good set of layers and blob-to-layer assignments. We show results on several sequences with a person as the moving object.
Related Work
The concept of segmenting a scene into layers is not new to computer vision. Some methods use layers to represent jointly moving regions [9, 21. In these approaches, optical flow is used to segment a scene into layers of different motion. This approach has been extended to a layer plus height offset representation by Shade et al. [5] and in a more re-cent work by Torr et al. [7] . All those techniques use the rigid motion of layers to segment the scene.
Our algorithm on the other hand assumes a static scene, that we segment into depth layers by observing a single non-rigidly moving object. We assume that we can extract this object from the static background using a process known as background subtraction. The most naive approach of background subtraction is simple thresholding of the per-pixel color difference of the current image and a stored background image. A lot of research has gone into developing more sophisticated algorithms that allow for lighting and color variations, making background subtraction a well-solved problem in computer vision [8,3, 101.
Two recent publications use it as an input to identify depth-ordered scene layers [ l , 61 . Both assume that the object is at a single depth at a time, rather than spanning multiple depth values. There are two main problems that need to be addressed: (1) It is trivial to say that any area covered by the extracted blob is behind this blob, but the opposite kind of information, which areas are in front of the object, is not as readily available. Areas outside of the blob could be either not part of the object, in which case they do not supply any depth constraint, or they are part of the object, but occluded by scene parts, which would constrain the scene parts to be in front of the object. (2) The depth of the object is usually unknown. Both problems are related, and solving one helps solving the other. Previous research addresses them using heuristics or a-priori scene knowledge.
Stauffer and Grimson [6] determine the depth of the object by assuming that the object is a person moving on a calibrated ground plane. They find the person's head, which is assumed to be always visible, and determine the person's position on the ground plane assuming a constant height.
Brostow and Essa [ 13 do not determine object depth apriori, but rely on an edge-based scene segmentation into regions of constant depth. They use "motion edges" at those pixels that coincide repeatedly with blob boundaries to help separate neighboring regions that are similarly colored. Then, they use a heuristic that a blob touching a region, but not overlapping it, has been occluded by that region. The region is then labeled as being in front of the object. While this technique often works for large, correctly identified regions, identifying closed regions a priori is brittle, and the heuristic breaks down for small image regions.
Our Approach
We observe a static scene in which a moving object is occluding and being occluded by different parts of the scene. Using background subtraction, we observe the visible part we refer to as a blob.
We assume that the object at any time t is at a single depth d ( t ) . The part of the scene occluded by Pt has a depth larger than d(t). If we know the blob depths d(t), we can assign minimum depths to the scene by applying the depth constraints of the whole sequence to the scene. The depth S(p) of a scene pixel p is then bound below:
( p ) > max d ( t ) . t tlPEPL 1
Since we only know which blobs are occluding a scene pixel p, but not which parts of the scene are occluding any blobs, we cannot give an upper bound on the scene depth.
The shapes of the blobs are the result of occlusions, which depend on relative depth differences. Thus, we are in principle restricted to determining relative depth relationships within the scene rather than absolute depths.
Depth from occlusion is underconstrained
For any given blob sequence {Pt}, the set of constraints given by equation 1 depends on the assumed blob depths
d ( t ) . If d ( t )
is unknown, it is impossible to constrain the depth of the scene. The 2D toy world in Figure 2 shows two different sets of scene constraints for the same observation, assuming different blob depths.
To resolve this ambiguity, we need to obtain some information on the blob depths. We are using the following idea: As stated in Section 1, the blob boundary is either formed by the object boundary or a scene boundary. Scene boundaries will appear as part of the blob boundary if the scene is overlapping the moving object, which can only happen at those pixels where there is a scene depth discontinuity. Object boundary pixels can appear anywhere, depending on the movement of the object. Thus, when a given pixel is repeatedly part of the blob boundary it is more likely to be scene boundary than to be object boundary. In the next
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paragraph we will formalize this idea into an algorithm to obtain depth information. 
Depth computation using minimum description length
For the minimum description length algorithm, we describe Ad as the set of pixels on its boundary. Every one of the boundary pixels is assumed to be chosen from the set of all screen pixels. To describe a layer with 1 boundary pixels, using a screen resolution of s pixels, we need EM number of bits:
The observed blobs pt are also described in terms of their boundary pixels. Boundary pixels of pt that coincide with the boundary of the associated layer Ad($) are assumed to be scene boundaries, and are encoded by choosing them out of the layer boundary pixels. This takes log 1 number of bits per encoded pixel, where 1 is the number of boundary pixels of A d ( t ) . Any blob boundary pixel lying in the interior of Adjt) is chosen out of the layer's interior pixels, which for L interior pixels of A d ( t ) takes log L bits. Usually, L >> I. Finally, we must encode the decision which group the pixel belongs to, which we do using a per-layer optimal bit allocation. If all the blobs belonging to a layer have a total of b pixels that lie on the layer boundary, and i pixels that lie in the interior, the total number of bits ED to encode all the blobs belonging to this layer is thus
The total number of bits to describe a layer is EM f ED, and the total number of bits to describe a scene is the sum of description lengths over all layers. We are looking for the blob-to-layer assignment that minimizes this description length. 
Optimizing layer assignments
Obviously there is an exponential number of possible bloblayer assignments, so enumerating all possible assignments is not feasible. Instead, we developed an iterative scheme that computes a sub-optimal, but in practice good bloblayer assignment. We exploit the fact that the moving object usually stays in the same depth layer for some time rather than erratically changing its depth, creating subsequences of blobs that belong to the same layer. So if we adjust the depth of whole subsequences of blobs at once rather than of single blobs, we have a good chance of finding subsequences that we can sort into a coarse layer structure. In practice, we are going from large subsequences to small ones, so that after establishing the coarse structure, we refine the assignments of smaller subsequences or individual blobs.
In particular, we start with an initial assignment of all blobs to a single layer. We then divide the time-ordered sequence of blobs into two halves and try all possible depth assignments of the first half, then the second, then the first again etc., recomputing the description length for every assignment change and keeping the best assignment. After the depth assignments settle, which is the case when we try both halves and none changes its depth, we divide the sequence into quarters and change the depth assignment of
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the quarters according to the same scheme. We continue with eighth, sixteenth and so forth, until we change the depth assignments of individual blobs (Figure 3 ). Assume we currently use N depth layers (initially, N = 1). Then for any subsequence (halves, quarters, ...) whose depth assignment we change there are usually 2N possible assignment to try: N -1 layers that already exist (minus one for the layer the subsequence currently belongs to), N-1 "gaps" between layers and 2 extra depth assignments in front and behind of all other layers. If the best assignment is not one of the already existing layers, a new layer is created. Similarly, if after changing the assignment one of the previously existing layers is empty, it is deleted.
After adjusting the blob depths to the single-blob level,
as the final step we are checking whether collapsing any adjacent pair of layers into a single layer improves the result. For the sequences that we present in this paper, this step did not change the result.
Results
A11 our input footage was recorded using an NTSC DV progressive scan camera at 720x480 resolution. Our first test sequence, the lab sequence, shows our lab under construction, with a pile of building material lying in the middle.
A person enters in the back on the right, walks behind the pile of material to the left and then walks back to the right in front of the pile, but behind a pillar standing in the foreground (Figure 4) . A human would probably create three depth layers, from front to back the pillar, the pile of material and the back wall.
To process this sequence, we reduced the resolution to 240x180 to suppress noise, make boundary pixels line up better, and to speed up computation. We extracted the foreground blob by simply thresholding the L2 color distance. Figure 4 shows the scene and a few blob images. Frequently, shadows have been included into the foreground blob, but they fall on scene parts behind the object, which is acceptable. For the first experiment, to check the validity of our algorithm, we fix the number of layers to two, which results in three different scene regions: The front region, which is never occluded by any blob, the middle region that is occluded by the blobs assigned to the front layer but not by those assigned to the back layer, and the back region that is occluded by both layers of blobs. We expect those three regions to correspond to the pillar, the pile of material and the wall. During the course of the sequence, the person is roughly moving from back to front. We modify the algorithm, so that it assigns the first part of the sequence up to some frame f to the back layer and the rest after frame f to the front layer. The algorithm tests the depth assignments for all values of f to find the assignment of minimum description length. The graph in Figure 5 shows how the the description length changes with f. The minimum is marked with a circle, and the three regions that result from this minimum are shown next to the graph. They correspond very well to the expected segmentation into pillar, material pile and wall. Now we run our full algorithm, which automatically creates five layers, segmenting the scene into six regions (Figure 6 ). These six regions correspond roughly to what we expect, but oversegment the scene somewhat. The first region is the same as in the previous two-layer experiment. The second and third contain the material pile, and the last three contain the back wall. Those last three layers clearly show a flaw in our algorithm: When the object is standing still, like on the right side of the scene where the person is closing the door, certain boundary pixels are used repeatedly, which causes the algorithm to create a new layer for this part of the sequence.
In the second sequence ( Figure 7 ) the scene is seen through a window frame. The person enters on the right in front of a table, walks to the left, then back behind the table to the right, where he picks something up. Then he leaves the scene to the left. Again, there are three natural layers, the window frame, the table and the back wall. We reduced the resolution by a factor of two and cropped the image to remove some of the window frame to speed up computation. Our algorithm oversegments the scene again into five layers and six regions. The first two correctly show the window frame and the table, the other four show different parts of the back wall. Here, too, the oversegmentation was caused by the person standing still and picking up something from the floor. 
Discussion and Future Work
Analysis of both sequences results in oversegmentation when the blob is not moving. One way to overcome this problem would be to adaptively subsample the input sequence, so that consecutive foreground blobs that are almost identical get discarded.
Obviously, the foreground object segmentation is only a small subset of a large number of depth cues in a monocular video sequence of a static scene with a moving object. The most obvious one that we missed, and the one easiest to incorporate into the proposed framework, is accretion and deletion: At scene boundaries, when the object appears or disappears behind a scene part, the texture of the object is moving towards or away from the boundary, while the scene boundary itself remains static. This local movement of texture close to a static boundary could be measured using suitable optical flow techniques and could influence a prior for or against being encoded as object or, scene boundary. Overcoming this prior would incur extra encoding costs, so scene interpretations that agree with the 1-642 every pixel with its prior to be scene boundary. There are many other important depth cues, that we ing, changes in object size or geometric constraints like straight/parallel lines, orthogonalities and planes. Another shortcoming of our system is that it does not jointly optimize depth assignment and background subtraction result. If the background subtraction svstem would Semi-rigid shape constraints for the object can be included in a similar way. We assume the shape ofthe object are not using at present: Object shadows and Scene lightat time + is a 2D-translated version of the shape at time t, and any observed deviation is an indication for an occlusion, which is again incorporated as a prior.
We also make no use of the correlation between background image edges and scene depth discontinuities. Brostow and Essa [ I ] relied on this information almost entirely, which made their method brittle. In a more probabilistic approach we would impose a prior on the encoding of Ad, decreasing the encoding cost for those boundary pixels that coincide with image edges. Unfortunately, Ad is still restricted to be a union of the blobs, even if the edges strongly indicate to expand a layer. For example, sometimes we may want to include the rest of the uniform blue sky into the backmost layer, although it was never occluded. This expansion could be done in a post-processing step by running a shortest path algorithm over the grid of pixels, weighing Y compute a probability for every pixel being foreground or background instead of a binary result, we could attempt an EM-style optimization, alternating between optimizing the depth assignment and blob coverage. We have not explored any such algorithm so far.
Conclusion
In this paper we present a principled approach of inferring depth layers by observing a moving object in a static scene. We use the output of a background subtraction system, which divides the image into static scene regions and 1-643 regions covered by the moving object, as the only input to infer depth. The problem is underconstrained in the sense that any possible solution of object-to-depth assignments is consistent with any observation. We make the problem tractable by proposing a suitable encoding of model and data and finding the solution of minimum description length for that encoding. We obtain good depth layers on practical examples. We finally provide some ideas how a richer set of observations can be included into our framework.
